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Case Management – treating the person as
a whole
Case management in our sense of the word is the methodical
management of cases with the aim of achieving the best possible
rehabilitation healthwise so the person affected can return to an
active life more quickly.
We take our clients and all their concerns and worries seriously.
Illness, accidents and the resulting impact on what the person can
manage can be a serious threat. Our case management takes
these aspects into account as well.
Those affected by accident/illness avail themselves of our case
management system on a voluntary basis.
All those who are in any way involved in the reintegration process
benefit from efficient, comprehensive and targeted case manage
ment. Thus our services are of interest not just to businesses for
whom it is not yet worth having their own case management
system but also for insurers, social services, employers and not least
those affected by the accident/illness themselves.

‘Once Activita took my case on there was
finally some progress. Without that help
the consequences of my burn-out would
certainly have broken me.’
E. W. from Frauenfeld
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Activita Care Management AG:
The pioneers in case management
We have been the leading provider of neutral and indepen
dent case management in Switzerland since 2001. This covers
support and coaching in the medical/therapeutic, professional,
personal/social and insurance-law/financial aspects.

Reaching your target more quickly with Activita
Our goal is the best possible rehabilitation and
professional integration of those affected by
accident/illness.

68 % integrated!
44 % capable of working normally
Partial capacity for work

‘On my way to the hospital after my accident I thought,
“This is the end.” But after the very first conversation with
Activita, the outlook put me back on an even keel again.’
L. H. from Thun

24 %

Our impressive record of success:
Thanks to Activita seven out of ten clients manage
to be reintegrated into work.
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Reintegration
Our employees know what they are talking about. The teams are
recruited from the most varied of areas and therefore bring a corres
ponding wealth of know-how with them.

psychosocial
n Treatment
n Coping with
everyday life
n Support

medical
n Selection of
options
n Treatment
concept
n Return to an
active life

professional
n Keeping one’s
job
n Work trials
n Looking for
work

financial
n Clarifying
requirements
n Insurance
application
n Coordination

Work-related rehabilitation
n Clarification of work position
n Clarification of profession
n Professional and career advice
n Business administration and law
n Case management by the health insurer
n Mediation and coaching
n Recruitment
n Care (general, psychiatry, therapy)
n Physiotherapy
n Psychology/sociology
n Social work
n Social and private health insurance
n

‘My interminable complaints had an enormous effect on my family and all those
close to me. I am delighted that here, too,
Activita was able to work out amicable
solutions. Today I am on my way again
with no complaints.’
G. I. from Chur
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Your personnel department has better things to do
Our experts ensure case management is methodical and
targeted – in an ideal scenario up until full reintegration.

We provide interdisciplinary coaching
and develop solutions tailored to the individual. So your
employees never feel they are on their own.
Event

‘Handing my case over to Activita was
the best thing my employer could have
done for me. And my boss was pleased
not to have to deal with my complex
invalid file.’
A. S. from Herzogenbuchsee

Conclusion
Reintegration
Further steps
Siting
Coaching/Monitoring
Therapy, work training
Care Management concept
Clarification with doctors, employers, benefactors
Initial conversation/assessment
Client’s consent
Proposal: Case management at Activita
Prospects for recovery
Notification of claim
Hospital stay
Accident occurrence/first aid
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Centre of competence for all areas
of care management.
Take advantage of our in-depth know-how!
Our specialists possess comprehensive know-how and many
years of experience. We welcome special challenges and enjoy
developing tailor-made solutions in all areas of operational care
management.

‘Ultimately, I owe my complete reintegration to Activita.
They coordinated it so that after my illness I could once
again reconcile my family and work.’
S. K. from Baden

Activita Care Management AG
info@activita.ch
www.activita.ch
Main offices:
CH-8610 Uster
Amtsstrasse 3
Tel.: +41 44 944 85 00
Fax: +41 44 944 85 09
CH-4600 Olten
Baslerstrasse 44
Tel.: +41 62 212 75 77
Fax: +41 44 944 85 09
CH-1033 Cheseaux-sur-Lausanne
Route de Genève 15
Tel.: +41 76 490 65 82
Fax: +41 44 944 85 09
For further offices see www.activita.ch

